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Unit 7 

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  Ex1: 

 

1.Jaber is the leader of our school student ………………. 

a.courage                   b.plea                       c.council                    d.communication 

2-Parents always treat their children  …………………………. 

          a.forcefully                 b. destructively       c. lovingly                 d.globally 

3-I want to …………………. a ticket to Dubai  . 

a.whip                        b.rejoice                  c.carve                        d.book 

4- We can ………………… our English language by listening to  B.B.C news. 

          a.share                       b.improve                 c.imitate                     d.rejoice 

5- In a ………………………… you can do many body-building exercises  . 

         a.gymnasium              b.memory                c.courage                   d.feeling 

  

Exercise 2 : Fill in the spaces : 

(   head for   –   mighty   -    mud   –   destructively   –   hug  ) 

 

1- In the past , houses were made  of  ……..……………………. 

2- She gave the child a ………………..…….and he stopped crying . 

3- Where did the ship …………………….……….. ? 

4- The earthquake was ………………………………….. terrible . 

5- The ……………..………………ruler ordered his soldiers to cut the trees . 

 

Exercise 2: Fill in the spaces : 

 

(  book  –  gymnasium  -   council  –  keen on  – lovingly -  excited  ) 

 

1- Our school student …………………….. arranged a trip to Kubbar  Island . 

2-What sports are you ……………….……………. ? 

3- All children are very ……………………. to go to the park. 

4- You can do different  exercises  in the ………………………………….. . 
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Exercise 3 : Put these words in meaningful sentences : 

( landmark  – carve  –plea  –forcefully – excited ) 

1. …………………………………………………………………………… 

2. ……………………………………………………………………………. 

3. ……………………………………………………………………………… 

4.………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Exercise 4 : Match the following words with their definitions :- 

 

1) carve   ( )  relating to whole world . 

2) grassland  .        ( )  make an object by cutting wood   

3) memory  ( )  ability to remember things . 

4) globally  ( ) very big in size or in amount . 

             ( ) a large area of land covered with wild  grass. 

  

Ex. 1 : Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d : 

 

1.You should  speak …………………. The baby is sleeping . 

          a. quiet                  b. quieter                         c. quietly                     d.  quietest  

2.He …………………  Dubai tomorrow . 

          a.visits                   b.is visiting                      c. are visiting             d.visited 

3.They have a new car and  …………………… have I . 

          a.to                         b. neither                         c.so                             d.for 

4. Salma doesn't   like tennis and  …………………. do I . 

          a. to                       b. neither                          c. so                            d. for 

 

 

Ex.2 : Do as shown between brackets : 

 

1.Ahmed ( play )football tonight .                                             ( Correct the Verb ) 

…………………………………………………………………………….………….. 

2.They are cleaning their houses this evening  .                          ( Ask a question  ) 

………………………………………………………………….…………………….. 

3. We are watching TV at this moment .                                    (Make Negative ) 

………………………………………………………..………………………………. 

4. They (write ) a new story next week .                                   ( Correct the Verb ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 Exercise 1 : Match the following utterances :  

1-Why don't we play tennis ?         ( ) Neither am I . 

2-I am not going out tomorrow .                 ( ) Yes , I 'd love to . 

3-Are you doing anything on Saturday morning ?       ( ) No problem . 

4-Would you like to join the basketball team ?      (    ) Yes, I'm going shopping . 

5-I am sorry but I can't come .             ( ) that's a good idea . 

 

 

Exercise 2 : What you would say in the following situations :- 

1- Some countries cut trees in the forest . 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Your brother is overweight. 

………………………………………………………………………………………                                      

3- Your brother is  keen on weightlifting . 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-Your friend invites you to visit him but you can't . 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- Your friend says 'Communication is not important nowadays' . 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Unit 7 /Set book questions  

 

 "Trees are very important in our life . We should encourage people to plant trees 

everywhere to make our country beautiful . " 

 

1- Trees are  important in our life  . Comment  . 

a.………………………………………            b.………………………………………… 

3-What is gymnasium ? What sports can you play there ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………..…………………………..……….. 

4-Mention some  activities you can  do in Al-khiran ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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   " Communication is very important . We can share ideas and feeling with others ." 

 

5- Communication is  important  .Explain  . 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

6-How do we communicate nowadays ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………….……………… 

7-How do babies  learn to communicate ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Composition 

 

Write a paragraph of 10 sentences about ' A visit to Al-Khiran ' You can use these 

guided words ; 

    Last week\family \father's car \ lunch \swimming \volleyball \meet\ friends \walk beach 

\enjoy \nice day . 

Writing  Plan : 
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Unit 8 

 

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b , c  or d : 

 

1-We …………………………. information in our computers  . 

       a. pass                     b. link                              c. store               d.tap 

2-The ………………….. protects the brain from injury . 

     a. memory                b. council                         c. skull                d. ancestor 

3- Every country has its own ………………. .I love my own country  . 

    a. cable                   b.   ancestor                        c. flag                 d.fluid 

4- Israel ……………………Palestine in 1948 and destroyed the country. 

    a. posted                 b. captured                         c.  linked           d.bonfired 

5- Networks are linked by ……………………… and undersea cables . 

    a. satellites             b. telegraphs                       c . fluids                d. mud 

 

B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

 

( cerebrum -  powerful  -  globally  – distributed  –  messengers  –  satellites ) 

6- Computers are ……………………… machines . They are useful . 

 

7- The rich man  ……………………. his wealth  among his sons . 

 

8- The …………………………. is the largest  part of the brain . 

 

9- We can know the news …………………. by using the Internet . 

 

10 – In the past , people sent ………………….. to deliver messages . 

 

 

C - Put these words in meaningful sentences: 

{ flag  – store  – giant  – globally  – method } 

1-…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-……………………………………………………………………………………  

4- …………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

D- Match the words with their definitions  

 

1-ancestor                                 (        ) relating to the whole world . 

2- communication                     [       ] the process of exchanging information .       

3-giant                                       (       ) very strong and powerful . 

4- globally                                 (       ) a member of your family who lived long ago  

                                                   (       ) extremely big . 
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A – Choose the correct answer from a, b , c  or d : 

 

1- English …………………….………. all over the world . 

   a. speaks                  b. is spoken                   c. are spoken                        d.is speaking 

2- Information ………………….……….. in the past by carving  and painting . 

    a. is stored              b. was stored                 c. were stored                     d.stored 

3-Bones …………………..……… of calcium .We can find it in milk . 

   a. is made                b. make                           c. are made                    d.made 

4- Our government ………………………. new schools nowadays . 

     a .built                    b. builds                         c. is built                              d.was built 

 

B. Do as shown between brackets : 

 

5- People send e-mails to each other all over the world .              ( Change into passive ) 

……………………………………………………………………….……………………. 

6-Noha writes the lesson ( quick ) .                             ( Correct the adverb ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7- The Wright Brothers invented the first plane .      ( Change into passive ) 

…………………………………………………………………..…………………………. 

 

Language functions 

A –Match the utterances (A )with the utterances (B ) 

1- The bag is too heavy .                                          (      ) Turn on the A\C . 

2-I’ve lost my pen .                                                   (     ) I’m afraid I’m busy . 

3-It’s hot today .                                                        (     ) I’ll get you another one . . 

4- Would you like to watch a movie?                       (     )That’s a good idea . 

                                                                                   (     ) I’ll give you a hand .  

   

B- Write what would you say in these situations : 

 

5- Your brother drives too fast . 

………………………………………………………….. 

6- Your friend invited  you for dinner . 

…………………………………………………………. 

7- Your friend says “ the Internet is simple and useful .” 

……………………………………………………………… 

 

C- Complete the missing parts in these mini- dialogues .  

A : I feel bored . 

 B:   ………………………………………………………………….   

A: I bought you a new computer . 

B: ……………………………………………………………….….................................. 
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Set Book 

 

" Our brain is made up of 100 million neurons . It uses about 20 percent of your  

     body 's energy ." 

 

1-How is the brain protected  ? 

a………………          b.……………………            c………………….. 

2-What  does  the cerebellum   do  ? 

………………………………………………………………. 

3-Which  part of the brain controls breathing ? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

4- What is the largest part of the brain called ? 

………………………………………………………………………. 

 

“.The ways ,we send messages in the past were different than todays . There were 

many methods to send messages in the past .Computers help us todays to send our 

messages ." 

 

5.-Mention some of the ancient methods  to send messages in the past : 

a………………….            b……………………….     c………………… 

6. Why do we need computers ? 

………………………………………………………………………. 

7-There are two main kinds of computers on the Internet  . Mention them .  

     a…………………………………             b ……………………… 

 

Composition 

 

Write a paragraphe of 10 sentences about ' Communication ' You can use these guided 

words ; 

    Important\life\ share\ideas\feelings\learn\other culture\ people\ their memories \in the past\ 

babies\ imitate\ sounds \todays \ TV\ computers\easy \life . 

Writing  Plan: 
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Unit  9 

 

A- Choose the correct answer from a, bor c : 

 

1-Dinasours are ………………….  Animals . We can’t see them now . 

  a. native                   b. extinct               c. enormous             d.magnetic  

2-Thomas Edison invented many things a long his ……………………… 

   a. lifetime               b . pressure           c. ecology            d.landmark 

3- Shellfish and deep-water fish feed on ………………………… 

   a. tern                   b. messenger           c. grassland                     d.seaweed 

4-People   ………………………  trees to make boats . 

    a. sail                 b. erupt                     c. link                              d. cut down  

5- Birds   …………………   for many reasons such as food or warmth . 

   a. destroy          b. distribute              c. migrate                         d.breed 

6-She  ……………………  around the world in a small yacht . 

    a. cuts down      b. sails                     c. erupts                           d.posts  

 

 

   B- Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

 

 ( tiny – navigate – amazing – ecosystems – pressure - destroy ) 
 

7- The ocean makes up the largest of all   ………………….…….  

8- Animals and birds  …………………….. by following the sun and the moon . 

9- Ronaldo is a \ an ………………………… footballer .I want to see him . 

10 – Wars always  ……………..………..  the modern buildings in countries . 

11- Bacteria are  very  ………………………..   .Some of them are useful . 

 

C : Put these words in meaningful sentences: 

 

{  landmark  –  ecology  –  destroy  -  tiny   –  amazing  } 

1. ………..…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. …….………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

D - Match the words with their definitions  

 

1- grassland                                   (       ) very big in size or in amount . 

2- tropical                                      (       ) to damage something so badly . 

3- enormous                                  (       ) coming from the hottest part s of the world   

4- destroy                                      (       ) a large area of land covered with wild.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

.                                                     (        ) extremely large . 
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A – Choose the correct answer from a, b or c : 

 

1- ……………….   Ahmed nor Ali plays tennis . 

    a. Both                   b. Neither                      c. Either                       d.so 

2- ……………    Arctic terns and grey whales travel vast distance . 

    a. Either                 b. Neither                     c. Although                   d. Both  

3- I’ve lost my pen ………………..  my father gave me . 

    a. where                  b. who                           c. which                        d. when                  

4- This is Hamad’s house  …………………   has a beautiful garden . 

    a.       where             b. who                          c.when                           d. which  

 

B. Do as shown between brackets : 

 

5- He does a lot of exercise . He is fat  .                               ( Join using : although ) 

……………………………………………………..………………………………………. 

6-Animals navigate their way by following the sun .           ( make negative )  

……………………………………………………….…………………………………….. 

7- Tarek Al- Soudan is a famous religious man . He wrote many books . (Join the sentences  

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

A –Match the utterances with the utterances :- 

 

1- Next Monday is a holiday .                        (     ) Why don’t you use a dictionary ? 

2- How was your visit to Cairo ?                    (      ) Of course, here you are .  

3- May I use your camera, please ?                 (      ) I enjoyed every minute there . 

4- It’s difficult to nderstand this word.          (      ) I can’t . It’s too late . 

                                                                          (     ) Let’s go to Al Khiran .       

       

B- Write what would you say in these situations : 

 

5- Your brother has an English test tomorrow . 

………………………………………………………….. 

6- Your friend likes to eat a lot of chocolate . . 

…………………………………………………………. 

7- Your friend says “ penguins can migrate by swimming  .” 

……………………………………………………………… 

 

C- Complete the missing parts in these mini- dialogues .  

 

A : Have you ever sailed in a ship ?  

 B:   ………………………………………………………………….   

A: I’m sorry . I’ve broken your pen . 

B: ………………………………………….......................................... 
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Set Book 

 

" Some animals migrate enormous distances every year . Although the journeys are 

often thousands of kilometers . " 

 

1- Birds migrate for many reasons . Mention two . 

a………………………                                                  b.……………………             

2- How do animals navigate  in their amazing journeys ? 

………………………………………………………….. 

3-Which animal travels the furthest in one journey ?  

………………………………………………………………………… 

4- What is the largest of all ecosystems ? 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

5- Where can we find the largest grasslands  ? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

 

“ There are six main kinds of ecosystems :ice ,seawater ,fresh water, desert ,forest 

and grassland .  Ocean makes up the largest of all ecosystems on our planet”. 9-3   

 

A. Why is the water so cold under the floor of the ocean  ? 

………………………………………………………………………. 

B. How can we keep our environment clean ? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Spelling 
 

-ectly :write the  underlined word corr-A. Re 
  

1. Some people cit deown trees destrectuively although it is not good for the environment . 

         a…………………………..                                b…………………………….. 

2. Our  brain is made up of  100billion neuiruns  and it is protected by the  skeull. 

         a………………………………                         b……………………………………… 

3. Animals migireate to briad a long  their liefatime . 

         a………………………….……                        b………………………………………  

                                             c……………………………….….. 

 

 

ositionComp 

Write a paragraph of 10 sentences about ' Animals  migration' You can use these 

guided words ; 

    migrate\ food \warmth\breed\penguins\swimming\Grey whale\ travel \coldwater\ 

food\warmer water \ have \young \Arctic Terns \ travel\furthest \ one  journey  
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 Journey to the centre of the earth 
Professor  Lidenbrock  was a famous geologist  from Hamburg in Germany .He was 

very excited to make a journey to the centre of the earth. 

1-a- Why did Professor Lidenbrock  make the journey 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

b-Would you like to be like Professor Lidenbrock  . Comment . 

…………………………………………………………………………….    
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

           
 

 


